A novel parallel algorithm for large-scale Fock matrix construction with small locally distributed memory architectures: RT parallel algorithm.
We developed a novel parallel algorithm for large-scale Fock matrix calculation with small locally distributed memory architectures, and named it the "RT parallel algorithm." The RT parallel algorithm actively involves the concept of integral screening, which is indispensable for reduction of computing times with large-scale biological molecules. The primary characteristic of this algorithm is parallel efficiency, which is achieved by well-balanced reduction of both communicating and computing volume. Only the density matrix data necessary for Fock matrix calculations are communicated, and the data once communicated are reutilized for calculations as many times as possible. The RT parallel algorithm is a scalable method because required memory volume does not depend on the number of basis functions. This algorithm automatically includes a partial summing technique that is indispensable for maintaining computing accuracy, and can also include some conventional methods to reduce calculation times. In our analysis, the RT parallel algorithm had better performance than other methods for massively parallel processors. The RT parallel algorithm is most suitable for massively parallel and distributed Fock matrix calculations for large-scale biological molecules with more than thousands of basis functions.